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The effect of defocussing the image on the perception
of the temporal order of flashing lights
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Abstract. The temporal interval between flashing lights that is required to perceive nonsimul-
taneity decreases as the refractive error increases from 0 to +2 diopters. The interval then

__ remains constant with further increases to 3 and 4 diopters. The results are discussed in terms
0 of the relative increase of transient to sustained visual channels and of the increase in apparent
1l • movement.

"--M- I Introduction

In a number of studies the amount of time that must elapse between the presentation

S-of two spatially disparate stimuli for the perception of temporal order or of nonsimul-
___ taneity have been measured (Efron 1963; Hirsch and Sherrick 1961; Lichtenstein

• • 1961; Mayzner and Agresti 1978; Parks 1968; Robinson 1967; Rutschmann 1966,
1973; Sweet 1953; Westheimer and McKee 1977). From these studies it has been
concluded that the perception of temporal order requires a temporal interval of from
3 to 50 ms, depending on the experimental conditions and criteria. It is clear that a
number of variables have an effect on the value.

One of the variables which has apparently not been studied is the effect of
defocussing the visual display. One might expect this to degrade visual performance
as it does, for example, with foveal or Snellen visual acuity. But this is not always the
case. Although refractive error quickly degrades Snellen acuity, it has little effect on
peripheral acuity (Millodot et al 1975) and even less effect on grating acuity (Thorn
and Schwartz 1990). Refractive error affects size constancy but not shape constancy
(Leibowitz et al 1978). In some cases, defocussing of the retinal image actually results
in an improvement in visual performance: Harmon (1973) showed that recognition of
block faces is improved, and Gordon and Field (1978) reported better performance
on pseudoisochromatic plates.

Of more relevance to the question of the perception of temporal order are the
findings of Di Lollo and Woods (1981): defocussing the image decreases the duration
of visual persistence. This suggests that the ability to perceive that two stimuli are not
simultaneous may be enhanced in this way.

2 Method
2.1 Subjects
Ten staff members of the laboratory volunteered to serve as subjects. They ranged in
age from 23 to 62 years (mean, 40.8 ± 10.7 years). All but one were corrected to
20/20 visual acuity; the tenth subject could only be corrected to 20/30, but his
results were the same as the others and were therefore included. Only two of the
subjects had any knowledge about the purpose of the experiment.

2.2 Apparatus
The observers viewed two lights flashing every 2 s. The flashing lights were produced
by two sets of two concentric cylinders. The two inner cylinders were yoked and
made to rotate in opposite directions (figure 1). The left cylinder rotated at a given
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speed, x, and presented two flashes for each rotation; the right cylinder rotated at
twice that speed, 2x, and presented only one flash per rotation. This arrangement
allowed the temporal interval between the right and left flashes to be varied by
changing the aspect of the yoked outer cylinders, an adjustment that was not percepti-
ble to the subjects. When the apertures in the outer cylinders were directly in the line
of sight, the two flashes were simultaneous. When the outer cylinder apertures were
rotated to the left of the direct line of sight, the left light flashed first; when the outer
cylinders were rotated to the right of the direct line of sight, the right light flashed
first. The more the outer cylinders were rotated, the longer the temporal interval
between the pair of flashes. At the viewing distance of 20 ft (6.1 m), the spatial
separation of the lights was 0.78 deg, and each light subtended 0.01 deg visual angle.
The luminance was 230 cd m- 2, and the flash duration was 50 ms. The opening of
the right cylinder was larger than that of the left cylinder to compensate for its faster
speed of rotation. The experiments were carried out in a dimly illuminated room in
which the subjects could just see large objects; a gray wall beside the apparatus, for
example, was illuminated to 0.002 cd m- 2 . This ambient illumination tended to
preclude an autokinetic illusion. The cylinders themselves were screened from view;
the subjects could not see them being set.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Diagram of the apparatus. The two inner cylinders are yoked. That on the left has
two apertures and rotates counterclockwise at a given speed to produce one flash every 2 s.
The inner cylinder on the right has one aperture and rotates clockwise at twice that speed to
produce one flash every 2 s. The outer cylinders are also yoked, and when they are set at
different positions, the temporal interval between the two flashes varies. When they are on
center (a), the lights flash simultaneously; when they are rotated to the left of the direct line of
sight (b), the left light will appear first, and the right light will appear later. When they are
rotated to the right of the direct line of sight (c), the right light will appear first.

2.3 Procedure
The observers were adapted to the ambient illumination for 2 min. They wore
a set of trial frames containing lenses to correct their refractive errors, combined
with lenses of 0, + 1, +2, +3, or +4 diopters (D) to produce the defocus blur.
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They viewed the two lights which were either flashing simultaneously or with a given
temporal interval. On half the nonsimultaneous presentations, the left light appeared
first; on the other half of these presentations, the right light appeared first. The sub-
jects reported whether the lights were flashing simultaneously, or whether the left or
right light was flashing first. The magnitude of the temporal interval between the
flashes needed for a correct judgment of temporal order (left light first versus right
light first) was measured. All thresholds were obtained with the method of constant
stimuli. A series of about six or eight temporal intervals, varying in 5 ms steps, was
first chosen both for right-first and for left-first conditions by using the method of
limits. These encompassed the range from simultaneity to an interval which allowed
the subject to identify correctly the temporal order at least 80% of the time. A given
temporal interval was set, and the flashing lights were exposed until the observer
made a judgment. The lights were then occluded while a new temporal interval was
set at random, and so on. Each setting was presented at least four times. The sub-
jects were not told whether their responses were correct or not. A probit analysis was
carried out for both right-first and left-first trials, and the mean of the two intervals at
which the correct temporal order was identified 50% of the time was taken as the
threshold. The order of presentation of the five defocussed conditions was counter-
balanced across subjects.

3 Results
Figure 2 shows the mean threshold temporal interval for each refractive error. As
refractive error increased, the mean temporal interval at threshold decreased signifi-
cantly according to the Friedman Analysis of Variance by Ranks (X2 = 26.24,
p < 0.0001). It is obvious, however, that the significant decrease occurred between
refractive errors of zero and +2 D. As refractive error was further increased to
+4 D, there was no further decrease in the temporal interval. The standard devia-
tions of each of the ten observers' thresholds were averaged at each blur level. There
were no systematic changes in these mean values as the blur level varied.
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Figure 2. Temporal interval required to perceive the order of flashing as a function of refractive
error (solid line). The dashed line shows the mean of the standard deviations for each subject at
each blur level.
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4 Discussion
These results are an interesting perceptual phenomenon and one of some practical
importance. Indeed, the apparatus is a model of a proposed navigation beacon.
Blurring the visual image significantly improves the ability to perceive that two light
flashes are not simultaneous and to judge their temporal order.

The visual system must separate the time of the activity of one flash from that of
the other in order to perceive nonsimultaneity. Blurring the visual image produces
two major changes: it increases the apparent size of the stimulus, and it shifts energy
from the higher to the lower spatial frequencies. The visual channels sensitive to the
low spatial frequencies have shorter response latencies and higher temporal frequen-
cies (Breitmeyer 1975; Fukuda 1971). That is, the mechanisms sensitive to low
spatial frequencies have a greater temporal sensitivity than those sensitive to high spatial
frequencies. Defocussing the image should thus improve the ability to distinguish
nonsimultaneity by exploiting the temporal response characteristics of the transient-
like visual mechanisms.

Blurring may also have altered the spatial characteristics of the stimuli to favor
those visual mechanisms sensitive to movement. Post and Leibowitz (1981) found
that correcting peripheral refractive errors increases movement sensitivity for displays
of short duration. Several investigators have found that sensitivity to the movement of
suprathreshold gratings is greatest when the spatial frequency of the target is around
4 cycles deg-' and decreases as the spatial frequency increases (Campbell and Maffei
1981; Thompson 1983; Watanabe et al 1968).

Finally,. the blurring of the image also resulted in another phenomenon; the
subjects reported that there was now a marked perception of apparent motion when
the two stimuli were not simultaneous. They no longer needed to rely on a difficult
temporal judgment but could now respond on the basis of a salient perception of
direction of movement. The enlargement of the images of the stimuli as a result of
the blurring reduced the distance between the stimuli; according to Korte's laws
(Anstis 1986), this reduces the optimal temporal interval for apparent motion.
Apparent movement is seen through a wide range of temporal intervals, but the
temporal range constricts as the spatial separation is increased, and the probability of
seeing movement decreases (Kolers 1972). Indeed, von Grunau (1978) has shown
that the likelihood of seeing apparent movement is increased when the light stimuli
are defocussed.

The question arises, why did performance improve markedly with blurring of + 2D
but only slightly with increased blurring of +3 and +4D? Braddick's (1974) results
appear to provide an explanation. He found that random-dot patterns separated by
less than 15 min arc gave good apparent movement with very short temporal
intervals. Longer temporal intervals require larger spatial separations. The +22D lens
transformed the pinpoints of light into large disks which looked like disks of random
dots which almost touched; increased blurring made them overlap more and more,
but they did not look much different. Apparently, the +2D lens reduced the spatial
interval almost to its optimal size, and further blurring had little effect.

Thus, it is likely that several factors may play a part in the improvement in the
ability to perceive temporal order that results from the defocussing of the stimulus
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